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Abstract Variability management is a key issue when
building and evolving software-intensive systems, mak-
ing it possible to extend, configure, customize and adapt
such systems to customers’ needs and specific deploy-
ment contexts. A wide form of variability can be found
in extensible software systems, typically built on top of
plugin-based architectures that offer a (large) number of
configuration options through plugins. In an ideal world,
a software architect should be able to generate a sys-
tem variant on-demand, corresponding to a particular
assembly of plugins. To this end, the variation points
and constraints between architectural elements should
be properly modeled and maintained over time (i.e., for
each version of an architecture). A crucial, yet error-
prone and time-consuming, task for a software architect
is to build an accurate representation of the variabil-
ity of an architecture, in order to prevent unsafe archi-
tectural variants and reach the highest possible level of
flexibility. In this article, we propose a reverse engineer-
ing process for producing a variability model (i.e., a fea-
ture model) of a plugin-based architecture. We develop
automated techniques to extract and combine different
variability descriptions, including a hierarchical software
architecture model, a plugin dependency model and the
software architect knowledge. By computing and reason-
ing about differences between versions of architectural
feature models, software architect can control both the
variability extraction and evolution processes. The pro-
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posed approach has been applied to a representative,
large-scale plugin-based system (FraSCAti), considering
different versions of its architecture. We report on our
experience in this context.
1 Introduction
As a majority of software applications are now large-
scale, business-critical, operated 24/7, distributed and
ubiquitous, their complexity is increasing at a rate that
outpaces all major software engineering advances. In or-
der to tame such a complexity, Software Product Line
(SPL) engineering is one of the major trends of the last
decade. An SPL can be defined as “a set of software-
intensive systems that share a common, managed set of
features and that are developed from a common set of
core assets in a prescribed way” [17]. SPL engineering
aims at generating tailor-made variants for the needs
of particular customers or environments and promotes
the systematic reuse of software artifacts. An SPL de-
velopment process usually starts with an analysis of the
domain to identify commonalities and variabilities be-
tween the members of the SPL. It is common to express
SPL variability in terms of features, which are domain
abstractions relevant to stakeholders. For this purpose,
a Feature Model (FM) is generally used to compactly
define all features in an SPL as well as their valid com-
binations [61,21].
Besides large software systems are now commonly
organized around a more or less explicit architecture,
which defines entities, their properties and relationships.
When SPL engineering principles are followed from the
start, it is feasible to manage variability through one or
more architectural FMs and then associate them to the
system architecture [52]. The major architectural vari-
ations are then mapped to given features, allowing for
automated composition of architectural elements when
features are selected to configure a particular software
product from the line. A resulting property of crucial
importance is to guarantee that the variability is not
only preserved but also kept consistent across all arte-
facts [20,12,40].
In many cases, however, one has to deal with (legacy)
software systems not initially designed as SPLs
[66,29,73,3,55]. When the system becomes more com-
plex, with many configuration and extension points, its
variability must be handled according to SPL techniques.
In this context, the task of building an architectural FM
is very arduous for software architects. They typically
have to deal with lots of plugins (usual customizations of
the Eclipse IDE are made with several hundreds of plu-
gins, corresponding to dozens of high-level features [27,
53]), for which safe composition is the topmost require-
ment [40].
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It is then necessary to recover a consistent FM from
the actual architecture. On a large scale both automatic
extraction from existing parts and the architect knowl-
edge should ideally be combined to achieve this goal. In
particular, a software architect should be able to deter-
mine whether her (high-level) representation complies
with an automatically extracted model, and to what ex-
tent they differ from each other (e.g., in the style of
reflexion models [49]). Moreover, since the software ar-
chitecture and functionalities are naturally evolving over
time, it is also necessary to ensure that an architectural
FM is maintained consistent with these changes. In the
case of modern dynamic software architectures, which
are based on plugins, these modifications can be very
complex to handle, especially in presence of hidden de-
pendencies between (different versions of) plugins. In
this context, evolving the architectural FM along the
modified architecture is tedious. It is therefore needed
to reproduce the extraction process and to reason on
the new architectural FM and on its differences.
In this article, we present a comprehensive, tool sup-
ported process for reverse engineering and evolving ar-
chitectural FMs. We show how techniques for FM slic-
ing [5] and differencing [7] can be adapted and applied
in the particular context of architectural FM extraction,
analysis and evolution. Specifically, we develop auto-
mated techniques to extract and combine different vari-
ability descriptions of a software architecture, integrat-
ing the hierarchical decomposition of the architecture
and inter-plugin dependencies. The basic idea is that
variability and technical constraints of the plugin depen-
dencies are projected onto an architectural model. After
the extraction, alignment and reasoning techniques are
applied to integrate the architect knowledge and rein-
force the extracted FM. In addition to this extraction
process, previously presented in [2], we also show how the
process can be reiterated when the architecture evolves.
This notably enables the architect to re-integrate his/her
knowledge and to reason about the differences between
two successive architectural FMs.
Furthermore we evaluate our proposal on different
versions of FraSCAti. Overall the results show the soft-
ware architect increases the quality of architectural FMs
(i.e., better specifying variability and thus avoiding some
unsafe configurations) compared to an FM that is manu-
ally designed or that does not integrate all variability de-
scriptions of the system. Furthermore the architectural
FM takes into account both the software architect view-
point and the variability actually supported by the sys-
tem. Without the FM management support exposed in
the article, obtaining similar results would not be possi-
ble.
The target audience of this article is threefold. It is
first relevant to software systems’ modelers, providing
insights on the kind of models that can be built and
evolved to capture architectural variability. Software ar-
chitects may also be interested in the experience report
on a representative, non-trivial and still evolving plugin-
based system. Finally the third target audience regroups
researchers and practitioners interested in software vari-
ability extraction and management.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we give some background on the FraS-
CAti case study and foundations of feature modeling.
Section 3 identifies two key challenges when managing
the architectural variability of a plugin-based system.
We also outline our contributions to face those two chal-
lenges. In Section 4, we describe in detail the automated
extraction process that we have developed. The extrac-
tion is tool-supported and processes various documents
until generating an architectural FM. Section 5 shows
how the process is completed by refinement steps that
enable the architect to compare and integrate her knowl-
edge, with the aim to obtain a consistent architectural
FM. In Section 6, we describe the tools supporting our
approach. The overall process is then validated in Sec-
tion 7, which presents its application to the FraSCAti
architecture. We also discuss threats to validity. A re-
lated work discussion is provided in Section 8 including
a comparison of the proposed FM management support
with existing techniques. In Section 9 we summarize our
contributions, discuss some lessons learned, and antici-
pate future work.
2 Background
2.1 The FraSCAti Plugin-based System Case Study
We motivate and illustrate our proposal on a case study
related to the FraSCAti platform [47], an open source
implementation of the OASIS’s Service Component Ar-
chitecture (SCA) standard [50]. SCA is a technology-
agnostic component-based standard for building distribu-
ted composite service-oriented applications mixing vari-
ous programming languages and frameworks (e.g., Java,
C, C++, WS-BPEL, Spring Framework) for implement-
ing business components, various interface definition lan-
guages (e.g., WSDL, Java) for describing business ser-
vices, and various network communication protocols (e.g.,
Web Service, Java Messaging Service) for interconnect-
ing distributed applications.
Main SCA component-based concepts are quite gene-
ric and present in numerous other component models: a
composite is a component composed of a set of com-
ponents, a component encapsulates a business logic im-
plemented with a programming language/framework, a
service and a reference are named interfaces respectively
provided/required by a component, an interface is a set
of methods implemented or used by a component, a bind-
ing explains how both service and reference are acces-
sible via a network communication protocol, and a wire
connects a source reference to a target service.
Started in 2007, the development of FraSCAti be-
gun with a framework based on a basic implementation
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of the standard, that has then been incrementally en-
hanced. After six major releases, it now supports sev-
eral SCA specifications (Assembly Model, Java Common
Annotations & APIs, Java Component Implementation,
Spring Component Implementation, WS-BPEL Client
& Implementation, Web Services Binding, JMS Bind-
ing, Transaction Policy), and provides a set of exten-
sions to the standard, including component implemen-
tation types (SCA composite, Java, EJB, WS-BPEL, C,
Spring, Fractal, OSGi, Scala, and BeanShell, FScript,
Groovy, JavaScript, JRuby, Jython, XQuery, Velocity
scripting languages), binding implementation types (SO-
AP, JMS, Java RMI, HTTP, REST, JSON-RPC, JNA,
UPnP, OSGi, JGroups), interface description types (WS-
DL, Java, UPnP, C headers), and runtime APIs for com-
ponent introspection and reconfiguration [64,65].
As its capabilities grew between releases, FraSCAti
has itself been refactored and completely architected as
an SCA-based application, i.e., an assembly of SCA com-
ponents. The FraSCAti architecture is composed of three
main SCA composites:
– The SCA parser is responsible to load business SCA
composite files into memory. As the SCA compos-
ite language is extensible, its grammar is described
by several meta-models (MM). Then FraSCAti sup-
ports various SCA meta-models (e.g., MMFrascati,
MMTuscany).
– The Assembly Factory is responsible to check SCA
composites and orchestrate their instantiation. The
assembly factory is composed of several plugins for
dealing with the various forms of component imple-
mentations, interface definition languages, and ser-
vice bindings (e.g., rest, http).
– The Component Factory is in charge of instantiating
SCA components. This factory generates and com-
piles Java code for component containers. This fac-
tory has two plugins for supported Java compilers
(i.e., JDK6 and JDT ).
Thanks to its new component-based architecture, dif-
ferent variants of FraSCAti can be built in order to meet
various application requirements and target system con-
straints. Each SCA application running on FraSCAti
could have different requirements in terms of SOA fea-
tures like supporting SOAP, WSDL, WS-BPEL, REST,
OSGi, JMS. All these SOA features are implemented as
SCA components which are plugged to the FraSCAti ar-
chitecture. Then, application developers could select all
the FraSCAti plugins required for their applications. Or-
thogonally, the target system on which applications are
deployed could impose some constraints. For instance,
FraSCAti applications could be deployed on standalone
Java Runtime Environments (JRE), Web application servers,
or OSGi gateways. Each of these target environments
is supported by a specific pluggable FraSCAti compo-
nent. FraSCAti could require to compile Java code on
the fly, then FraSCAti requires an embedded Java com-
piler. FraSCAti supports two distinct Java compilers:
The standard JDK6 compiler and the Eclipse JDT com-
piler. FraSCAti plugins could have dependencies, e.g.,
the REST binding plugin requires the FraSCAti meta-
model while the HTTP binding plugin requires the Tus-
cany meta-model. These FraSCAti plugin dependencies
are captured via Apache Maven1 XML-based descrip-
tors.
FraSCAti version 1.5 contains around 60 plugins for
a total of around 250.000 lines of code. So, FraSCAti is
representative of a large plugin-based system, i.e., a sys-
tem composed of plugins, each of which is implemented
as a set of SCA components that adds specific abilities
to FraSCAti.
With all these capabilities, the FraSCAti platform
has become highly (re-)configurable in many parts of
its own architecture. It exposes a larger number of ex-
tensions that can be activated throughout the platform,
creating numerous variants of a FraSCAti deployment.
It then became obvious to FraSCAti technical leaders
that the variability2 of the platform should be more sys-
tematically managed as an SPL in order to better drive
and control its evolution.
2.2 Foundations of Feature Modeling
Variability modeling is a central activity in SPL engi-
neering. We choose to rely on a particular kind of vari-
ability model, Feature Models (FMs), based on their
wide adoption, the existence of formal semantics, rea-
soning techniques and tool support [61,14]. FMs com-
pactly represent product commonalities and variabilities
in terms of features [20,39,12]. The FMs that we con-
sider all along this article usually express architectural
variability, meaning that FMs are devoted to the mod-
eling of the variation points (and their relationships) in
a given architecture.
An FM hierarchically structures features into multi-
ple levels of detail. The hierarchy of an FM is represented
by a rooted tree composed of a finite set of features and a
finite set of edges (edges represent top-down hierarchical
decomposition of features, i.e., parent-child relations be-
tween them). As an example, Fig. 1(a) shows a excerpt
of the architectural FM of FraSCAti as described in the
previous section.
As in typical SPLs, not all combinations of features
(or configurations, see Definition 1) are valid. Variabil-
ity defines what the allowed configurations are. When
decomposing a feature into subfeatures, the subfeatures
may be optional, mandatory, exclusive (e.g., JDK6 and
1 Maven (http://maven.apache.org/) is a software tool
for managing a project’s build, reporting and documentation
2 We use here the term variability as in the definition from
[67]: “software variability is the ability of a software system
or artefact to be efficiently extended, changed, customized or
configured for use in a particular context.”
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FraSCAti
SCAParser
Java Compiler
JDK6 JDT
Assembly Factory
resthttp
Binding
MMFrascati
Component Factory
Metamodel
MMTuscany
constraints
rest implies MMFrascati
http implies MMTuscany
fm1
Optional
Mandatory
Xor-Group
Or-Group
(a) an architectural FM (simplified from our case study)Jfm1K = {
C ∪ {JDT, http,MMTuscany},
C ∪ {MMFraSCAti, JDK6, http,MMTuscany},
C ∪ {MMFraSCAti, JDK6, rest},
C ∪ {MMFraSCAti, JDK6, rest,MMTuscany},
C ∪ {MMFraSCAti, JDT, rest},
C ∪ {MMFraSCAti, JDK6, http, rest,MMTuscany},
C ∪ {MMFraSCAti, JDT, http,MMTuscany},
C ∪ {MMFraSCAti, JDT, rest,MMTuscany},
C ∪ {MMFraSCAti, JDT, http, rest,MMTuscany},
C ∪ {JDK6, http,MMTuscany}
}
with
C = {FraSCAti, SCAParser,AssemblyFactory,
ComponentFactory,Metamodel, Binding,
JavaCompiler}
(b) corresponding set of configurations
φ1 = FraSCAti
∧ FraSCAti⇔ AssemblyFactory
∧ FraSCAti⇔ ComponentFactory
∧ FraSCAti⇔ SCAParser
∧ SCAParser ⇔Metamodel
∧ AssemblyFactory ⇔ Binding
∧ ComponentFactory ⇔ JavaCompiler
∧ JavaCompiler ⇒ JDK6 ∨ JDT
∧ ¬ JDK6 ∨ ¬JDT
∧ MMFrascati⇒Metamodel
∧ MMTuscany ⇒Metamodel
∧ http⇒ Binding
∧ rest⇒ Binding
∧ Binding ⇒ rest ∨ http
∧ rest⇒MMFrascati
∧ http⇒MMTuscany
(c) corresponding propositional formula
Fig. 1 Feature model, set of configurations and propositional logic encoding
JDT form an Alternative-group), or inclusive (e.g., http
and rest form an Or -group). An additional mechanism
to specify variability is to add constraints (expressed in
propositional logic), which may cut across the feature
hierarchy (e.g., rest requires MMFrascati). The valid-
ity of a configuration is determined by the semantics of
FMs, e.g. JDK6 and JDT are mutually exclusive and
cannot be selected at the same time.
The terms FM and feature diagram are employed in
the literature, usually to denote the same concept. In
this article, we consider that a feature diagram (see Def-
inition 1) includes a feature hierarchy (tree), a set of
feature groups, as well as human readable constraints
(implies, excludes).
Definition 1 (Feature Diagram) A feature diagram
FD = 〈G, r,EMAND, GXOR, GOR, I, EX〉 is defined as
follows:
– G = (F , E, r) is a rooted tree where F is a finite set
of features, E ⊆ F × F is a finite set of edges and
r ∈ F is the root feature;
– EMAND ⊆ E is a set of edges that defines mandatory
features with their parents;
– GXOR ⊆ P(F) × F and GOR ⊆ P(F) × F define
feature groups and are sets of pairs of child features
together with their common parent feature;
– a set of implies constraints I whose form is A ⇒ B
and a set of excludes constraints EX whose form is
A⇒ ¬B (A ∈ F and B ∈ F).
Features that are neither mandatory features nor in-
volved in a feature group are optional features. A parent
feature can have several feature groups but a feature
must belong to only one feature group.
Similarly to [66], we consider that an FM is composed
of a feature diagram plus a propositional formula (see
Definition 2).
Definition 2 (Feature Model) A feature model FM
is a tuple 〈FD,ψcst〉, where FD is a feature diagram and
ψcst is a propositional formula over the set of features F .
Definition 3 (Configuration semantics) A configu-
ration of a feature model fmi is defined as a set of se-
lected features c = {f1, f2, . . . , fm} ⊆ Fi. JfmiK denotes
the set of valid configurations of the feature model fmi
and is thus a set of sets of features. We note φi the
propositional formula of fmi.
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fmSA
fmArch1
Automated 
Extraction
fmArch2
Automated 
Extraction
fmArchN
Automated 
Extraction
v1.3
v1.4
v2.0
Modeling
Reverse Engineering Forward Engineering
(out of the scope of the paper)
configurators
variant 
generation 
Fig. 2 Extraction and evolution of architectural variability
The set of configurations represented by an FM can
be described by a propositional formula defined over a
set of Boolean variables, where each variable corresponds
to a feature [21]. Fig. 1(c) shows the mapping of the FM
to a propositional formula. The propositional formula
can be used to automatically reason about properties of
an FM (e.g., see [14]). In particular, if an assignment
to its Boolean variables is satisfiable, then the selec-
tion/deselection of the corresponding features respects
the rules evoked above.
We chose the formalism of FMs in its Boolean (and
most popular [14]) form since the expressiveness fits our
needs: variability sources encountered in FraSCAti can
be logically translated into such FMs.
3 On Architectural Variability Management
Several software artefacts (SCA composite files, Maven
descriptors, informal documents) describe the architec-
ture of FraSCAti, but the supported variability is not
made explicit. Moreover, the raise of complexity in its
maintenance and evolution led its software architect to
control in a more systematic way the variability, based
on product line principles.
To this aim, we needed to extract the supported vari-
ability from its actual architecture, and to reason about
this variability when evolving the architecture, both for
refactoring the system as an SPL or for developing new
functionalities. We thus faced two challenges: a first one
related to the extraction of architectural variability mod-
els; a second one about the management of the evolution
of the FraSCAti architecture and of the corresponding
models.
Challenge 1: Extraction of Architectural FMs
A first and essential step is therefore to identify and
represent the variability of a system, including complex
constraints between architectural elements. As exposed
in Fig. 2, a variability model (i.e., an FM) can be ex-
ploited afterwards to pilot a configuration or derive spe-
cific variants3.
Unfortunately, the task of manually creating the ar-
chitectural FM is daunting, time-consuming and error-
prone, requiring substantial effort from the software ar-
chitect (SA). In this case, as in all large-scale architec-
tures, it is very difficult for an architect to guarantee
that the resulting FM is consistent with the architec-
ture. The scope defined by the FM should not be too
3 The exploitation of the FM in a forward engineering pro-
cess is out of the scope of this paper. Numerous generative
techniques have been developed (see, e.g., [18,52,30]) and we
plan to reuse them in our ongoing effort for re-engineering
FraSCAti.
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large (otherwise some unsafe compositions of the archi-
tectural elements are allowed) or too narrow (otherwise
it translates as a lack of architectural flexibility). A loose
FM simply hampers the systematic and consistent ap-
plication of the SPL process, since the property of safe
composition does not hold, allowing feature configura-
tions that are not realizable by the architecture [48,68,
20,33,40]. In FraSCAti, an example of such a loose FM
might be an FM similar to fm1 in Fig. 1(a) but without
the constraints related REST and HTTP technologies
to specific metamodels. In this case, this would allow
unsafe configurations involving some rest binding with
the MMTuscany metamodel, which are not realizable
by the FraSCAti architecture.
Automatic extraction clearly saves time and reduces
accidental complexity, but the accuracy of the results
directly depends on the quality of the available docu-
ments and of the extraction procedure. In the general
case, both automatic extraction from existing parts and
the architect domain-specific knowledge should be ide-
ally combined to achieve this goal.
Challenge 2: Evolution of Architectural FMs
As the software architectures, its elements, dynamic
plugins and their relations, naturally evolve, the second
challenge consists in mastering the evolution of the ar-
chitectures and their variability. Software architects have
to supervise and control that the evolution of the ar-
chitectural FM is correct. In particular, the variability
information and constraints should still be conformant
with the SA knowledge or with previous versions of an
architectural FM.
Several factors make this task tedious and very com-
plex. The dynamicity of the software architectures, like
in the FraSCAti case, leads to many hidden dependen-
cies between plugins, especially when one handles evolv-
ing versions of plugins. Consequently, it is not possible to
evolve the architectural FM directly and then check its
consistency with the modified architecture and plugins,
as this process would be very cumbersome, multiplying
the changes on the FM without any real guidance.
We see this challenge as related to the first one, as
the most appropriate way to tackle it is to reproduce
the extraction process and to reason on the old and
new architectural FMs. For our case study, the extrac-
tion/reconciliation process has to be reiterated on dif-
ferent versions of FraSCAti, and then, fine-grained dif-
ferences between two successive architecture FM should
ideally be presented to the software architect.
Overview of Our Proposal. Several sources of in-
formation can be considered when building an architec-
tural variability model of a plugin-based system. In the
case of FraSCAti, there are three possible sources. They
either provide the adequate level of abstraction to man-
age the architecture or only focus on variability aspects.
But none of them supports both and therefore are not
sufficient alone to comprehensively address the Chal-
lenge 1:
– the architectural model restitutes the set of elements
needed to reason about the software system and the
(hierarchical) relations among them. But it usually
does not contain any variability information and log-
ical constraints between the elements.
– the plugin dependencies specify variation points and
their logical dependencies actually supported by the
architecture. But they do not reflect the architecture
of the system and do not offer an adequate level of
abstraction.
– the software architect knowledge can introduce acci-
dental complexity (especially regarding variability)
and does not necessarily reflect the software archi-
tecture as actually implemented. Yet the software ar-
chitect has usually a good understanding of his/her
architecture and can design the model he/she wants
to reason about the software system.
To overcome this limitation, we propose to combine
the different sources together. Intuitively, the variability
and technical constraints of the plugin dependencies are
projected onto the architectural model. As a result, we
obtain an architectural model that is both representa-
tive of the software architecture and the variability ac-
tually supported by the system (by construction). The
technical and formal details of the extraction process are
described in Section 4.
The problem of integrating the software architect
knowledge is addressed in Section 5. We developed tech-
niques that allow the software architect to validate and
edit (if needs be) the architectural FM extracted by the
automated procedure. The key idea is to compute and
present to the software architect the differences between
two architectural FMs (e.g., the one designed by the soft-
ware architect and the one extracted). The differencing
techniques can also be used to address Challenge 2 and
the evolution of an architecture.
In Section 6, we describe the tooling support we de-
veloped for assisting the software architect. In Section 7,
the proposed extraction and evolution techniques are ap-
plied and evaluated on different versions of FraSCAti.
4 Automatic Extraction of the Architectural
Feature Model
This section addresses Challenge 1 (Extraction of Archi-
tectural FMs) discussed in Section 3. The general prin-
ciple of the extraction is to combine two sources (an
architectural model and a set of plugin dependencies)
in order to synthesize a new integrated FM representing
the features of the architecture as well as their variabil-
ity and their technical constraints. Fig. 3 summarizes the
steps needed to realize the extraction process.
As a first step, a raw architectural feature model,
noted fmArch150 , is extracted from a 150% architecture
of the system (see À). The latter consists of the com-
position of the architecture fragments of all the system
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1 2
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Artefacts
3
implies
fmPlugfmArch150
implies
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Architectural FM
fmFull
fmArch
Aggregation
Slicing (Π)
Mapping
propositional 
constraints
Extraction of 150% 
Architectural FM 
Extraction of Plugin 
Dependencies
Fig. 3 Process for Extracting fmArch
plugins. We call it a 150% architecture because it is not
likely that a FraSCAti configuration may contain them
all. Consequently, fmArch150 does include all the fea-
tures provided by the FraSCAti SPL, but it still consti-
tutes an over approximation of the set of valid combina-
tions of features of the FraSCAti family. Indeed, some
features may actually require or exclude other features,
which is not always detectable in the architecture. Hence
the need for considering an additional source of informa-
tion. We therefore also analyze the specification of the
system plugins and the dependencies declared between
them, with the ultimate goal of deriving inter-feature
constraints from inter-plugin constraints. To this end,
we extract a plugin feature model fmPlug, that repre-
sents the system plugins and their dependencies (see
Á). Then, we automatically reconstruct the bidirectional
mapping that holds between the features of fmPlug and
those of fmArch150 (see Â). Finally, we exploit this map-
ping as a basis to derive a richer architectural FM, noted
fmArch, where additional feature constraints have been
added. As compared to fmArch150 , fmArch more accu-
rately represents the architectural variability provided
by the system.
4.1 Extracting fmArch150
The architectural FM extraction process starts from a
set of n system plugins (or modules), each defining an ar-
chitecture fragment. In order to extract an architectural
FM representing the entire product family, we need to
consider all the system plugins at the same time. We
therefore produce a 150% architecture of the system,
noted Arch150. It consists of a hierarchy of components.
In the SCA vocabulary, each component may be a com-
posite, itself further decomposed into other components.
Each component may provide a set of services, and may
specify a set of references to other services. Services and
references having compatible interfaces may be bound
together via wires. Each wire has a reference as source
and a service as target. Each reference r has a multi-
plicity, specifying the minimal and maximal number of
services that can be bound to r. A reference having a
0..1 or 0..N multiplicity is optional.
Note that Arch150 may not correspond to the ar-
chitecture of a legal product in the system family. For
instance, several components may exclude each other be-
cause they all define a service matching the same 0..1 ref-
erence r. In this case, the composition algorithm binds
only one service to r, while the other ones are left un-
bound in the architecture.
Since the extracted architectural FM should repre-
sent the variability of the system of interest, we focus on
its extension points, typically materialized by optional
references (e.g., metamodels of composite ScaParser;
implementations, interfaces, bindings and property
-types of composite AssemblyFactory; fractal-bootst
rap-class-providers, delegate-membrane-generatio
n, generators and compiler-provider of composite
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ComponentFactory). Algorithm 1 summarizes the be-
havior of the FM extractor.
Algorithm 1 ExtractArchitecturalFM150(Arch150)
Require: A 150% architecture of the plugin-based system (Arch150).
Ensure: A feature model approximating the system family
(fmArch150 ).
1: root←MainComposite(Arch150)
2: froot ← CreateFeature(root)
3: fmArch150 ← SetRootFeature(fmArch150 , froot)
4: for all c ∈ FirstLevelComponents(root) do
5: fc ← CreateFeature(c)
6: fmArch150 ← AddMandatoryChildFeature(fmArch150 , froot,
fc)
7: fmArch150 ← AddChildFeatures(fmArch150 , c, fc, Arch150)
8: end for
The root feature of the extracted FM (froot) corre-
sponds to the main composite (root) of Arch150. The
child features of froot are the first-level components of
root, the latter being considered as the main system fea-
tures. The lower-level child features are produced by the
AddChildFeatures function (Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 AddChildFeatures(FM, c, fp, Arch150)
Require: A feature model (FM), a component (c), a parent feature
(fp), a 150% architecture (Arch150).
Ensure: FM enriched with the child features of fp, if any.
1: for all r ∈ OptionalReferences(c) do
2: MC ← FindMatchingComponents(Arch150, r)
3: if MC 6= ∅ then
4: fr ← CreateFeature(r)
5: FM ← AddOptionalChildFeature(FM, fp, fr)
6: if Multiplicy(r) = 0..1 then
7: g ← CreateXORGroup()
8: else if Multiplicy(r) = 0..N then
9: g ← CreateORGroup()
10: end if
11: FM ← AddGroup(FM, fr, g)
12: for all cs ∈MC do
13: fcs ← CreateFeature(cs)
14: FM ← AddChildFeatureOfGroup(FM, g, fcs )
15: FM ← AddChildFeatures(FM, cs, fcs , Arch150)
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
This recursive function looks for all the optional ref-
erences r of component c and, for each of them, creates
an optional child feature fr, itself further decomposed
through a XOR or an OR group (depending on the mul-
tiplicity of r). The child features fcs of the group corre-
spond to the set of all components cs providing a service
compatible with r.
Algorithm 3 specifies how to retrieve this set of match-
ing components from the 150% architecture. The set of
components matching a given 0..N reference r are ob-
viously those providing a service bound to r via a wire.
In the case of a 0..1 reference, in contrast, all compat-
ible services are not necessarily bound to it. Thus, the
matching components are all those that provide a service
having an interface compatible with reference r.
Illustration Fig. 4 illustrates the extraction process wh-
en applied to FraSCAti. The left-hand side of the figure
Algorithm 3 FindMatchingComponents(Arch150, r)
Require: A 150% architecture Arch150, an optional reference r.
Ensure: The set MC of components defined in Arch150 that provide
a service compatible with r.
1: MC ← ∅
2: t← Target(r)
3: if Multiplicy(r) = 0..1 then
4: i← Interface(r)
5: MC ← ComponentsWithCompatibleServiceInterface(Arch
150, i)
6: else if Multiplicy(r) = 0..N then
7: for all w ∈ WiresHavingAsSource(Arch150, r) do
8: s← TargetService(w)
9: cs ← Component(s)
10: MC ←MC ∪ {cs}
11: end for
12: end if
shows excerpts of the FraSCAti architecture expressed
in SCA. The right-hand side of the figure depicts the in-
cremental extraction of the architectural feature model
fmArch150 . FraSCAti, as main composite of the system,
becomes the root feature. The mandatory features at the
first level of decomposition correspond to the first-level
composites of FraSCAti, among which sca-parser4. The
latter specifies a 0..N reference metamodels, which is
translated into an optional child feature of sca-parser,
that in turn serves as parent feature of an OR group. The
child features of this group correspond to all the com-
ponents that provide a service compatible with the ref-
erence metamodels. For instance, this is the case of the
component sca-metamodel, providing a service metamo-
del-provider wired to the reference metamodels (then
lines 7-12 of Algorithm 3 applied).
4.2 Extracting fmPlug
The extraction of the plugin feature model fmPlug starts
from the set of plugins P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} composing
the system. This extraction is straightforward: each plu-
gin pi becomes a feature fpi of fmPlug. If a plugin pi is
part of the system core, fpi is a mandatory feature, oth-
erwise it is an optional feature. Each dependency of the
form pi depends on pj is translated as an inter-feature
dependency fpirequiresfpj . Similarly, each pi excludes
pj constraint is rewritten as an excludes dependency be-
tween fpi and fpj .
4.3 Mapping fmArch150 and fmPlug
When producing Arch150, we keep track of the relation-
ship between the input plugins and the architectural el-
ements they define, and vice versa. On this basis, we
specify a bidirectional mapping between the features of
fmArch150 and those of fmPlug by means of requires
constraints. This mapping allows us to determine (1)
4 It should be noted that the extraction only focuses on the
first-level composites that include some variability. It ignores
all the composites that do not contain any optional references
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<composite … name="org.ow2.frascati.FraSCAti">
…
<component name="sca-parser">
    <implementation.composite name="parser:Parser.composite"/>
…
<component name="sca-parser">
…
 <reference multiplicity="0..n" name="metamodels" autowire="true">
   <interface.java    
     interface="org.ow2.frascati.parser.api.MetamodelProvider"/>
 </reference>
…
</component>
<component name="sca-metamodel">
 <implementation.java 
  class="org.ow2.frascati.parser.metamodel.ScaMetamodelProvider"/>
 <service name="metamodel-provider">
    <interface.java   
      interface="org.ow2.frascati.parser.api.MetamodelProvider"/>
 </service>
…
<wire source="sca-parser/metamodels" 
      target="sca-metamodel/metamodel-provider"/>
FraSCAti
sca-parser
metamodels
sca-metamodel ...
...
FraSCAti
sca-parser
metamodels
...
FraSCAti
sca-parser
...
Fig. 4 Extraction of fmArch150 applied to FraSCAti (excerpt).
which plugin provides a given architectural feature, and
(2) which architectural features are provided by a given
plugin.
4.4 Deriving fmArch
We now explain how we derive fmArch using fmArch150 ,
fmPlug, the mapping between fmPlug and fmArch150 ,
and an operation called slicing. We then illustrate the
procedure using the example of Fig. 5. Intuitively, the
variability and technical constraints induced by the plu-
gin dependencies are projected onto the architectural
model. In our case the use of plugin dependencies re-
stricts the scope of the architectural FM by precluding
some unauthorized configurations in fmArch150 .
4.4.1 Projecting Variability onto the Architectural Model
First the two FMs fmPlug and fmArch150 are aggre-
gated under a synthetic root FtAggregation so that the
root features of the input FMs are mandatory child fea-
tures of FtAggregation. The aggregation operation pro-
duces a new FM, called FMFull (see Fig. 5). The propo-
sitional constraints relating features of fmPlug to fea-
tures of fmArch150 are also added to FMFull.
Second, we compute the projected set of configura-
tions (see Definition 5) of FMFull onto the set of features
of fmArch150 (i.e., FfmArch150 = {Arch, Ar1, . . . , Ar6}).
To realize the projection, we use an operation called
slicing (see Definition 4). Given a subset of features, the
slicing operator produces a new FM characterizing the
projected set of configurations (see Definition 5).
Definition 4 (Slicing) We define slicing as an oper-
ation on FM, denoted ΠFslice (fm) = fmslice where
Fslice = {ft1, ft2, ..., ftn} ⊆ F is a set of features (called
the slicing criterion) and fmslice is a new FM (called the
slice).
Definition 5 (Slice and projected set of configu-
rations) The result of the slicing operation is a new FM,
fmslice, such that: JfmsliceK = { x ∩ Fslice | x ∈ JfmK }
(called the projected set of configurations).
As several yet different FMs can represent a given
set of configurations [66], we also take the feature hier-
archy into account. In particular, we want to avoid slice
FMs that are not readable and maintainable (e.g., for a
software architect or for users configuring the architec-
ture) due to an inappropriate hierarchy. Therefore we
consider that the new FM produced by the slicing oper-
ation should have a hierarchy as close as possible to the
hierarchy of the original FM (see Definition 6).
Definition 6 (Slice and feature hierarchy) The fea-
ture hierarchy of the slice FM, denoted Gslice = (FFMslice ,
Eslice ⊆ E), is defined as follows:
– features include the slicing criterion except dead fea-
tures (see Definition 7) of the original FM. Formally:
FFMslice = Fslice \ deads(FM),
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Ar3 => Pl1
Pl2 => Ar5
R
Ar2
Ar5 Ar6
Ar1
Ar3 Ar4
Arch
fmArch
fmFull
Ar2
Ar5 Ar6
Ar1
Ar3 Ar4
Arch
fmArch
Ar3 => Ar5
Pl3Pl2Pl1
Plugin
Pl1 => Pl2
fmPlug150 〖	  fmFull 〗 = {{Ar1,Ar2,Ar4,Ar6,Arch,R,Pl3,Plugin},
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar3, Ar5, Arch, R, Pl1, Pl2, Pl3, Plugin},
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar4, Ar5, Arch, R, Pl2, Pl3, Plugin}, 
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar4, Ar5, Arch, R, Pl1, Pl2, Pl3, Plugin}, 
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar4, Ar5, Arch, R, Pl2, Plugin},
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar4, Ar5, Arch, R, Pl3, Plugin},
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar3, Ar5, Arch, R, Pl1, Pl2, Plugin}, 
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar4, Ar5, Arch, R, Pl1, Pl2, Plugin}}〖	  fmArch150 〗 = {{Ar1,Ar2,Ar4,Ar6,Arch}, 
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar3, Ar5, Arch}, 
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar3, Ar6, Arch},
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar4, Ar5, Arch}}
〖	  fmArch 〗 = {{Ar1,Ar2,Ar3,Ar5,Arch}, 
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar4, Ar6, Arch},
{Ar1, Ar2, Ar4, Ar5, Arch}}
Slicing (Π) onto 
{ Arch, Ar1, …, Ar6 }
Fig. 5 Enforcing architectural FM using aggregation and slicing: an example
– features are connected to their closest ancestor if their
parent feature is not part of the slice FM. Formally:
Eslice = {e = (v, v′) | e ∈ E′ ∧ @ v′′ ∈ F : ((v, v′′) ∈
E′∧(v′′, v′) ∈ E′)} where G′ = (F ′, E′) is the transi-
tive closure of the feature hierarchy G of the original
FM.
Definition 7 (Dead features) A feature f of FM is
dead if it cannot be part of any of the valid configura-
tions of FM . The set of dead features of FM is noted
deads(FM) = {f ∈ F | ∀c ∈ JFMK, f /∈ c}.
4.4.2 Automation Our previous experience in the com-
position of FMs [4] has shown that syntactical strategies
have severe limitations to accurately represent the set
of configurations expected, especially in the presence of
cross-tree constraints. The same observation applies for
the slicing operation so that reasoning directly at the se-
mantic level is required. The key ideas of our approach
are to i) compute the propositional formula representing
the projected set of configurations and then ii) reuse the
reasoning techniques proposed in [21,11,8] to construct
an FM from the propositional formula. We rely on the al-
gorithm developed in [5] that combines this information
with the known hierarchy of the slice (see Definition 6)
in order to build a complete and valid FM.
4.4.3 Example In the example of Fig. 5, the resulting
slice is called fmArch. As we want to focus on the varia-
tion points of the architecture, it only contains the fea-
tures’ name of fmArch150 . Formally:
ΠFfmArch150 (fmFull) = fmArch
We can verify that the relationship (see Definition 5)
between the input FM, JfmFullK, and the slice FM,
JfmArchK, truly holds:JfmArchK = { x ∩ {Ar1, Ar2, Ar3, Ar5, Arch}
| x ∈ JfmFullK }
Importantly, we can notice that one configuration of
the original fmArch150 is no longer present in fmArch:JfmArch150K \ JfmArchK = {Ar1, Ar2, Ar3, Ar6, Arch}
Indeed the slice FM fmArch contains an additional
constraint Ar3⇒ Ar5, that was not originally restituted
as such in fmArch150
5. It should also be noted that the
hierarchy of the slice correctly restitutes the hierarchical
decomposition of the architecture.
This very simple example already shows two key ben-
efits of combining different variability sources and us-
ing the slicing operator. First, constraints, not originally
present in the 150% architectural FM, are automatically
restitued in a new architectural variability model and
can be reported back to the software architect. Second,
restrictions are applied on the over approximated con-
figurations set characterized by the 150% architectural
FM. Therefore some configurations, actually not sup-
ported by the architecture, are now precluded.
5 Support for the Evolution of Architectural
Feature Models
This section addresses Challenge 2 (Evolution of Archi-
tectural FMs) discussed in Section 3.
5 Similarly, the constraint Ar4 ⇒ Ar6 could be restituted
in the model (using the information of the implication graph,
see above). The slicing operator does not add this constraint
because of the redundancy with Ar3⇒ Ar5.
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Fig. 6 Extraction process and evolution of architectural FMs
For each version of a plugin-based system like FraS-
CAti, the architectural FM synthesized by the extrac-
tion procedure should be validated by the software ar-
chitect (SA). In particular, the SA should control that
the variability information and the characterized set of
configurations do not contradict his/her intention and
knowledge of the architecture. For example, the SA may
consider that the mandatory status of some features in
the extracted FM is not appropriate.
The idea we defend in this article is that, for assisting
the SA, the extracted FM can be compared with his/her
mental representation and with older versions of archi-
tectural FMs. As a result, an appropriate support for
comparing two FMs and reasoning about an evolution
of an FM is highly needed.
First evolution. At the starting point of the re-engine-
ering of FraSCAti as an SPL, an intentional model of the
variability was elaborated by the SA. The resulting FM,
denoted fmSA, was the first available representation of
the FraSCAti architecture (version 1.3, see Fig. 6). The
extraction process previously described was then applied
to produce another representation (fmArch1) for the same
version of the architecture. Therefore, fmArch1 can be
seen as an evolution of fmSA given that the FM origi-
nally elaborated by the SA has now evolved to an FM
automatically extracted.
The absence of a ground truth FM – an FM for
which we are certain that each combination of features
is supported by the SPL architecture – makes uncertain
the accuracy of the variability specification expressed in
fmArch1 as well as in fmSA. As both the software ar-
chitect FM and fmArch1 may represent differently the
variability of the architecture, there is need to reconcile
and refine the two FMs. The result of this process is a
new FM, fmArch′1 , that integrates the intentional vari-
ability and the SA knowledge of fmSA and the explicit
variability expressed by fmArch1 .
Versions and evolutions. As any software project, the
FraSCAti architecture evolves. Many features and de-
pendencies are added and removed. Naturally, the ex-
traction procedure is reiterated on different versions (e.g.,
version 1.4) of a FraSCAti architecture, producing as dif-
ferent FMs. Nevertheless the confidence of the resulting
FMs remains unclear:
– the extraction procedure may be faulty (e.g., inade-
quate for a specific version of FraSCAti);
– the variability and the constraints may not be cor-
rectly documented in the architecture artefacts;
– the SA knowledge may not be taken into account.
Managing the evolutions. For controlling and hope-
fully validating the evolution of an FM, the SA should be
able to understand and exploit the differences between
two FMs. A possible solution is to elaborate, for each ver-
sion of a FraSCAti architecture, a new FM representing
the current variability and then compare it with the ex-
tracted FM. Nevertheless, the elaboration from scratch
of a new FM (like the SA did for version 1.3) is time-
consuming and error-prone. There is an opportunity to
reuse FMs resulting from a refinement. Then, similarly
to what has been done when reasoning about fmSA and
fmArch, reconciliation and comparison techniques are
applied. For example, as shown in Fig. 6, fmArch′1 (re-
sulting refined FM for version 1.3 of FraSCAti) can be
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Fig. 7 Process for integrating the SA knowledge: reconciliation, comparison and refinement
compared with fmArch′2 (extracted FM for version 1.4
of FraSCAti).
Support for managing evolutions. Fig. 7 presents the
overall process for comparing two FMs (e.g., for compar-
ing an extracted FM with an FM designed by the SA). In
the following, we describe dedicated techniques related
to the evolution of FMs for supporting the SA activities,
namely reconciliation (see Section 5.1), comparison and
refinement (see Section 5.2).
5.1 Reconciliation of Feature Models
Let us consider fmSA and fmArch of Fig. 7. The SA
should be able to determine if the variability choices in
fmSA comply with what is expected by himself (i.e., as
specified in fmArch), and vice-versa. In case variability
choices are conflicting, the SA can refine the architec-
tural FM. Similar observations can be made when rea-
soning about two different versions of a FraSCAti archi-
tecture.
A first obstacle concerns the need to reconcile the two
FMs (e.g., fmArch and fmSA). Both FMs come from
difference sources or versions. A preprocessing step is
needed before reasoning about their relationship. Firstly,
the vocabulary (i.e., names of features) used in both
FMs may differ from each other, and should be aligned
consequently. Many operations (see below) indeed as-
sume6 that features are identified by an unique label
(i.e., name) in an FM and that two features of two FMs
match if and only if they have the same name.
To avoid unexploitable differencing results, some pre-
directives are needed and consist in renaming features.
We rely on string matching techniques (e.g., Levenshtein
6 This assumption is also shared by [70,63,26].
distance) to automatically identify corresponding fea-
tures. More sophisticated matching techniques already
integrated in model-based tools (e.g., see [25,37]) can
also be considered but have not been used in the con-
text of FraSCAti (see next section).
Secondly, granularity details differ. For example some
features in one FM are not present in the other FM. The
removal of features is thus needed. This questions the se-
mantics of the removal operation. What about cross-tree
constraints involving a feature that has been removed?
What about variability information of the parent and
children features when a feature is removed in the mid-
dle of a hierarchy?
We consider that, when a feature is removed, two
values (true or false) can be assigned and should be con-
sidered accordingly. This operation cannot be done syn-
tactically in the general case. We rely on the slicing op-
eration previously defined that can removed a set of fea-
tures while guaranteeing configuration semantics prop-
erties. For example, the removal of two features Felix
and Equinox of fmSA, leading to a new FM fm
′
SA,
corresponds to the following slicing operation:
fm′SA = ΠFfmSA \ {Felix,Equinox} (fmSA)
5.2 Comparison and Refinement of FMs: A Toolbox
At this step, we can compare the two FMs (e.g., reason
about the relationship between fmArch and fmSA). It
means we need to compute and present differences of
the two FMs in a comprehensible manner to the SA. The
problem of FM differences is a general problem that may
occur in other contexts (e.g., management of a product
line offering) [7]. We present here only the techniques
relevant to our specific context.
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5.2.1 Principles of FM Differences Several techniques
for the differencing (for short, diff ) of FMs can be con-
sidered. Let fm1 and fm2 be two FMs. Roughly, the
diff between fm1 and fm2 is the set of elements in
fm1 but not in fm2. From a syntactical perspective,
the elements to be considered in the diff may be fea-
tures, feature hierarchies, feature groups or implies / ex-
cludes. We present syntactic differencing techniques in
Section 5.2.2. Though the syntactic diff might be useful,
we believe that a semantic diff for FMs should also be
developed and possibly be combined with syntactic dif-
ferencing. We present semantic differencing techniques
in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.2 Syntactic Diff A general approach to model dif-
ferencing is to concentrate on matching between model
elements using different heuristics related to their names
and structure and on finding and presenting differences
at a concrete or abstract syntactic level. As previously
stated, we assume that two features of two FMs match
if and only if they have the same name.
In terms of feature modeling, elements of interest are
features, variability information (mandatory features, fea-
ture groups, and propositional constraints) and feature
hierarchy (see Definition 1 and 2). We thus consider the
diff of these model elements:
– Diff of features: Fdiff is the set of features that
are in fm1 but not in fm2, i.e., Fdiff = F1 \ F2.
– Diff of feature hierarchies: several techniques can
be considered (e.g., tree edit distance [15]), including
the computation of Ediff the set of edges modeling
parent-child relationships in fm1 but not in fm2.
Formally: Ediff = E1 \ E2.
– Diff of mandatory features: a syntactic diff of
mandatory features produces EMANDdiff = EMAND1
\ EMAND2 .
– Diff of feature groups: It is useful to determine
feature groups (Xor and Or) that are in fm1 but
not in fm2, including GXORdiff = GXOR1 \GXOR2
and GORdiff = GOR1 \GOR2 . We consider that two
feature groups are equal if and only if their parent
features match and their child features match.
5.2.3 Semantic Diff A practitioner rather wants to un-
derstand the difference between the two FMs in terms
of configuration semantics (i.e., in terms of sets of con-
figurations). We now address semantically the list of dif-
ferences. We translate fm1 and fm2 into two formula
φ1 and φ2. Performing at the level of abstraction for
Boolean variables may produce unexploitable results for
a practitioner. Stated differently, a practitioner wants to
understand differences in terms of feature modeling con-
cepts rather than in terms of a propositional formula.
We thus take care of producing meaningful information
based on the analysis of the two formula.
Diff of information extracted from the two formula.
A first general strategy consists in analyzing sepa-
rately each formula and then performs the differences of
the information produced.
– Diff of binary implication graphs: We consider
a binary implication graph of an FM and its proposi-
tional formula φ as a directed graph BIG = (Vimp, E
imp) formally defined as follows:
Vimp = F Eimp = {(fi, fj) | φ ∧ fi ⇒ fj}
(1)
Each binary, directed edge from feature fi to feature
fj represents a binary implication. Based on the anal-
ysis of φ1 and φ2, we can produce BIG1 and BIG2
and then compute BIGdiff = BIG1 \ BIG2. It
is then straightforward to compute the set of binary
implications expressed in fm1 but not in fm2. As
we support arbitrary propositional constraints in an
FM, it should be noted that BIGdiff cannot be pro-
duced syntactically in the general case. Furthermore,
the binary implication graph structure, reified from
the propositional formula, has the advantage of ex-
posing an information than can be directly translated
in terms of feature modeling (i.e., either as a binary
implication between a child feature and a parent fea-
ture or simply as a cross-tree constraint).
– Diff of cliques in implication graphs We ex-
tend the previous technique to n-ary biimplications.
A n-ary biimplication involves n features such that
fi ⇒ fj for any i, j = 1 . . . n. It can be obtained by
computing cliques in BIG. A clique in the implica-
tion graph is a subgraph in which any two vertices
are connected by an edge. A clique in the exclusion
graph requires each member to have an exclusion to
every other member. For the purpose of conciseness
(no set of features is subsumed by other), we compute
maximal cliques in BIG (corresponding to features
that always appear together in an FM).
Reasoning about the two formula.
A second general strategy consists in producing rel-
evant information based on the logical combinations of
the two formula. We briefly present here two existing
techniques [70,26] and another one we developed in pre-
vious work [7]. All these techniques are candidates for
managing the evolution of FMs and have been applied
on FraSCAti (see next section). Furthermore a compre-
hensive comparison between differencing techniques pro-
posed in this article and in the literature is performed in
Section 8.1.
Relationship between two FMs Thu¨m et al. [70]
reason on the nature of FM edits, for example, when
fm1 is edited (e.g., some features are moved, added, or
removed), giving fm2. They provide a classification (see
Definition 8).
Definition 8 (Kind of edits) fm1 is a specialization
of fm2 if Jfm1K ⊂ Jfm2K; fm1 is a generalization of
fm2 if Jfm1K ⊂ Jfm2K; fm1 is a refactoring of fm2
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if Jfm1K = Jfm2K; fm1 is an arbitrary edit of fm2 in
other cases.
Quotient In [26], an algorithm is presented that
takes as input two formula φ1 and φ2 in conjunctive
normal form (CNF) – FMs are easily converted to CNF.
The algorithm finds for the quotient (i.e., difference) all
clauses in φ1 which are not entailed by φ2 through the
satisfiability checks of φ2 ∧ ¬c (c being a clause of φ1).
Diff of Formula The two previous techniques fail
to comprehensively represent the difference of the two
configuration sets. To raise the limitations, we develop a
diff operator, noted ⊕\, that takes as input two FMs and
produces a diff FM (denoted fmdiff = fm1 ⊕\ fm2).
The following defines the semantics of this operator:
Jfm1K \ Jfm2K = {x ∈ Jfm1K |x /∈ Jfm2K} = Jfmdiff K
(M1)
The computation of the diff formula, that encodes the
diff set of configurations and is used for the automated
synthesis of fmdiff , is described in [7].
5.2.4 Step-wise Refinement Once differences have been
identified and understood, the SA can edit the two FMs:
– change the variability associated to features (e.g., set
optional a mandatory feature);
– add and remove some constraints (e.g., implies con-
straints);
– modify the feature hierarchy.
The edits to an FM (e.g., fmArch) change its syn-
tactic and semantic properties. Once edits are applied,
the differences with another FM (e.g., fmSA) should be
re-computed. Therefore managing differences is a multi-
step, incremental process. Edits are incrementally ap-
plied on the two FMs until obtaining a satisfying rela-
tionship between the two FMs.
6 Tool Support
We need a practical support for using the techniques
previously described:
– extraction support: the procedure aiming to extract
the variability model of the plugin-based architecture
at a certain time (fmArch).
– evolution support: the set of FM operations designed
to assist the architect in monitoring the evolution of
the plugin-based architecture.
In the context of both tasks, automation and repro-
ducibility of the operations are crucial success factors. To
this end, we rely on FAMILIAR (for FeAture Model scrIpt
Language for manIpulation and Automatic Reasoning)
a domain-specific language for managing FMs [6]. The
language includes facilities for aggregating and slicing
FMs, editing FMs (e.g., renaming and removal of fea-
tures), reasoning about FMs (e.g., validity, comparison
of FMs) and their configurations (e.g., counting or enu-
merating the configurations in an FM). The language
also integrates the differencing techniques through the
form of operations over FMs (computation of candidate
feature groups and implication / exclusion graphs, etc.).
FAMILIAR is an executable, textual language and com-
es with an Eclipse-based environment that is composed
of textual editors, an interpreter that executes FAMIL-
IAR scripts, and an interactive toplevel, connected with
graphical editors (see Fig. 8). Two reasoning back-ends
(SAT solvers using SAT4J and BDDs using JavaBDD)
are internally used and perform over propositional for-
mula to implement the operators. Operations can be se-
quentially executed while properties of the variables can
be observed.
It is particularly important in our context since the
process for managing differences of two FMs is incremen-
tal and interactive. Hence, complex management sce-
narios can be applied using FAMILIAR environment. For
example, a software architect can decompose two FMs,
then apply some techniques to understand local differ-
ences, edit the FMs, and reiterate the process. We will
see in the next section that this kind of FM management
scenario is likely to occur when managing the evolution
of architectural FMs.
In summary, FAMILIAR is used for two purposes:
– the extraction procedure generates FAMILIAR code
that is executed by the FAMILIAR interpreter to ob-
tain fmArch for each version of FraSCAti. As a result,
the procedure described in Section 4 can be realized
and works as follows:
– the extraction of fmArch150 is supported by a
dedicated Java program that makes use of the
FraSCAti’s SCA parser for building the 150% ar-
chitecture of the plugin-based system of interest
(Arch150);
– the plugin FM fmPlug is automatically extracted
from the build files. In the particular case of FraS-
CAti, the extractor analyzes the Maven files (i.e.,
pom.xml) associated to each system plugin, that
specify inter-plugin dependencies.
– the two FMs as well as the mapping are translated
in the FAMILIAR language so that aggregate and
slicing operators can be executed to compute and
serialize fmArch;
– FAMILIAR provides the SA with a dedicated approach
for manipulating and reasoning about FMs when man-
aging the evolution of FMs.
Our toolkit also includes a converter that provides
bidirectional translation between FAMILIAR and differ-
ent formats (SPLOT [45], FeatureIDE [36], S2T2 [60,
57], TVL [16], etc.). This allows the architectural FMs
derived by our approach to be immediately visualized
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Fig. 8 FAMILIAR environment: scripts, interactive session and use of FeatureIDE editors
and used as input of subsequent software configuration
or generation tasks.
7 Evaluation
7.1 Performance evaluation
The aggregation operator is purely syntactical while the
extraction algorithm presented in Section 4 is a breadth-
first search algorithm. Slicing and computing differences
are the most costly operations in the extraction and evo-
lution management process. Below, we analyze the com-
plexity of these operations.
Slicing. The slicing algorithm proceeds in three steps.
First, the feature hierarchy of the slice is determined by
connecting features to the closest parent feature present
in the slicing criterion. The computation of the feature
hierarchy is immediate and basically consists in remov-
ing edges in a tree. Second, the propositional formula
representing the projected set of configurations is com-
puted by existential quantification. Third, satisfiability
techniques are applied to construct a complete FM (in-
cluding variability information and cross-tree constraints)
based on the formula and the computed feature hierar-
chy. Satisfiability techniques can be realized using either
BDDs or SAT solvers [21,66].
As shown in [21], the cost of FM construction is poly-
nomial regarding the size of the BDD. We reuse the
heuristics developed in [46] to reduce the size of the
BDD. Our experiments with BDDs show that, in prac-
tice, the primary limit of the BDD-based implementation
lies in the difficulties to construct BDD from the original
FM (i.e., the original FM should not be more than 2000
features).
SAT solvers can scale for FMs with more than 2000
features. As SAT solvers require the formula to be in
conjunctive normal form (CNF), the slice formula should
also be in CNF. To avoid the exponential explosion of
clauses, we developed specific techniques and some heuris-
tics to determine the order in which existential quantifi-
cation should be applied [5]. Using SAT, we can scale up
to FMs with 10000 features in certain conditions.
FM Differences. The computation of BIG heavily de-
pends on satisfiability checks of implications. In practice,
the computation of BIG scales for thousands of features
and can be realized using SAT solvers or BDDs [21,66].
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Due to transitivity of implication, maximal cliques are
actually strongly connected components in BIG, which
can be found efficiently by graph traversal. We use the
Bron-Kerbosch algorithm for finding all maximal cliques.
In practice, the computation of cliques scales for thou-
sands of features [66].
The synthesis of a diff FM (see Definition M1) per-
forms over the formula representing the diff set of config-
urations, denoted φdiff [7]. As argued in [70], φdiff is not
in CNF and an exponential explosion of clauses occurs
when translating to CNF, even for a small number of
features. Therefore SAT solvers cannot be used directly
since most of them require a CNF formula as input. Our
current solution is to rely on BDDs for computing and
reasoning about φdiff , since computing the disjunction,
conjunction and negation of BDDs can be performed in
at most polynomial time with respect to the size of the
BDD involved, even for non CNF formula.
In Practice. The order of complexity of FMs encoun-
tered in FraSCAti is manageable. FMs exhibit lots of
constraints but at worst only 123 features (see Table 1,
page 20) when combining fmArch150 and fmPlug for the
version 1.5. At this scale, we observed no difficulty. The
operations on FMs can be efficiently executed in a few
seconds using our implementation of the slicing opera-
tion and differencing techniques.
7.2 Practical Evaluation
We applied the tool-supported techniques previously de-
scribed on different versions of FraSCAti7. P. Merle, prin-
cipal FraSCAti developer for six years now, plays the role
of the SA in this study. Specifically, we aim at assess-
ing them regarding the two main challenges identified in
Section 3:
– (RQ1) Extraction of variability: Is the extraction
procedure accurate or faulty? Are the properties of
the produced FMs coherent with what is expected by
the SA? To what extent is the SA knowledge needed
for recovering the architectural variability? For this
purpose, we determine the variability information in-
ferred by the extraction procedure and analyze the
differences between fmArch and fmSA. We also re-
port qualitative insights gained when the SA vali-
dates the extracted FM.
– (RQ2) Evolution of variability: Are the differenc-
ing techniques exploitable for the SA? Can an evolu-
tion be controlled and validated by the SA? We apply
previous techniques and report similar quantitative
and qualitative observations for two other versions
of FraSCAti.
7 Further details and material (including FMs and FAMIL-
IAR scripts) about the experiment are available in [1].
The remainder of this section is organized as follows.
In Section 7.2.1 we report on our results when extract-
ing the version 1.3 of FraSCAti (the starting point of
our work). In Section 7.2.2 we describe how we integrate
and exploit the SA knowledge. In Section 7.2.3 we report
on our results on other versions of FraSCAti. In Sec-
tion 7.2.4 we answer the two research questions (RQ1)
and (RQ2).
7.2.1 Automatic Extraction (version 1.3) We applied
the extraction procedure for the version 1.3 of FraSCAti.
Properties of the input FMs.
The extraction procedure produces three kinds of infor-
mation:
– the FM fmArch150 contains 50 features;
– the FM fmPlug contains 41 features and 81 con-
straints;
– the bidirectional mapping between features of fmAr
ch150 and fmPlug consisting in 78 propositional con-
straints (i.e., implies constraints).
As a result, the FM fmFull resulting from the aggre-
gation of fmArch150 , fmPlug and the bidirectional map-
ping contains 159 cross-tree constraints and 92 features.
Comparison of the extracted FM and fmArch150
The slicing technique of fmFull onto FfmArch150 pro-
duced fmArch. We observed that fmArch is a special-
ization of fmArch150 . More precisely, fmArch150 admits
13 958 643 712 possible architecture configurations (≈
1011), while fmArch represents 936 576 distinct prod-
ucts (≈ 106).
A first observation is that the slicing technique sig-
nificantly reduced the over approximation of fmArch150 .
To improve further our understanding and identify
possible benefits of our technique, we computed the dif-
ferences between fmArch and fmArch150 . We observed
that:
– 12 core8 features have been deduced. Those features
were initially defined as optional in fmArch150 ;
– some features that were initially defined as part of an
Or-group in fmArch150 are now all declared optional.
More precisely, 5 Or-groups are no longer present in
fmArch, while 2 Or-groups are commonly shared by
fmArch and fmArch150 ;
– 9 implies constraints and 5 bi-implies constraints have
been deduced.
Thereby, a second observation is that a consider-
able amount of variability information has been inferred
thanks to the extraction procedure.
8 A feature f of FM is a core feature if it is part of all
valid configurations of FM .
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Comparing fmArch and fmArch150 .
The two previous observations let suggest that our ex-
traction procedure improves the quality of the architec-
tural FM. Yet the possible improvements have to be val-
idated by the SA.
A first validation was done by validating the differ-
ences between fmArch150 and fmArch. The SA notably
explains why, in fmArch, many core features have been
deduced and why Or-groups are no longer present.
He first observed that core features deduced by the
extraction were originally part of an Or-group in fmArch
150 . He then explains that the presence of core features
provides a default (i.e., mandatory) solution. Typically,
core features are related to Java (SCA implementation,
SCA property type, interface), the default solution pro-
vided by FraSCAti. As a result, all other sibling optional
features can be deactivated (since at least one has been
selected by default), thus justifying why the features are
no longer forming an Or-group of fmArch150 .
7.2.2 Integration of the SA knowledge (version 1.3) A
second validation of the extraction procedure was done
by validating the differences between fmSA and fmArch.
At the starting point of our reverse engineering effort,
the SA designed an architectural FM, denoted fmSA
hereafter, for the same version (1.3) of FraSCAti. fmSA,
contains 39 features and 7 constraints.
Reconciling FMs.
A preliminary step is to reconcile fmArch and fmSA,
that is, dealing with possible vocabulary and granular-
ity mismatches. We now report the problems encoun-
tered and the use of advanced techniques we present in
Section 5 to assist the SA.
Vocabulary. Using Levenshtein distance, we automat-
ically detect 32 corresponding features. As an example,
MMFraSCAti of fmSA has been identified to correspond
to sca metamodel frascati of fmArch. The SA manually
specifies the correspondence for 5 features in which the
automated detection does not succeed (e.g., Membrane-
Factory corresponding to fractal bootstrap class providers).
Granularity. fmSA only contains 39 features whereas
fmArch contains 50 features.
First, two exclusive features Felix and Equinox are
present in fmSA but not in fmArch. A discussion with
the SA reveals that these two plugins do not explic-
itly define architecture fragments in SCA. We indeed
observed that the two features are present in fmPlug
but not in fmArch150 (and hence cannot be present in
fmArch by construction). As a consequence, the expla-
nations of the SA validate the fact that the variation
point cannot be identified by the automatic extraction
procedure.
Secondly, some features are present in fmArch but
not in fmSA. This time, we identified 13 features that
are present in fmArch but not in fmSA. Among others,
two metamodels used by the SCA parser, three bind-
ings, two SCA properties, two implementations and one
interface were missing. Several reasons were given by the
SA:
– accidental complexity: the SA recognizes that so-
me features were missing in his FM. Given the com-
plexity of the FraSCAti project, this is not surprising
that the SA forgets some features. Some oversights
are related to “helper” features of FraSCAti (such as
the features features binding factory or juliac) that are
generally not used by developers, while other over-
sights were qualified as more relevant from a configu-
ration perspective (additional metamodels and bind-
ing types).
– modeling intention: the SA reveals that he inten-
tionally ignored some features in fmSA. He argued
that there are mandatory features (e.g., every FraS-
CAti configuration has a Java interface) and that his
focus was on variability rather than commonality. We
indeed verify the mandatory nature of the features
(e.g. sca interface java) in fmArch (see above).
Another example related to the way features are mod-
eled concerns a feature of fmArch, juliac, not mod-
eled in fmSA. By simplification, features juliac and
delegate-membrane-generation have been merged by the
SA into an unique feature MembraneGeneration.
– obsolete features: for the feature services, the SA
explains that this architectural element is an empty
composite that “could have been used but have not
yet an interest”.
Editing FMs for reconciling them. Based on these ob-
servations, the SA decided to edit FMs as follows:
– renaming directives, automatically generated or spec-
ified by the SA, were applied on fmSA so that the
vocabulary conforms to the one of fmArch, at least
for the corresponding features;
– features forgotten by the SA were added to fmSA
with the same variability status as in fmArch;
– the slicing operation has been applied two times for
removing other features present in fmArch (resp. fm
SA) but not in fmSA (resp. fmArch).
Managing FM differences.
Once the two FMs are aligned, we can reason about
differences between fmArch and fmSA. We now report
what differencing techniques have been used and how
they helped to manage differences between the FMs.
A first comparison is to determine the kind of rela-
tionship between fmArch and fmSA (see Definition 8).
We obtain an arbitrary edit, that is, some configurations
of fmArch are not valid in fmSA (and vice-versa). To
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generation
tinfi_oo_1 osgi
compiler_provider
jdk6_compiler jdt_compiler
delegate_membrane_generation
fmSA
fractal_boostrap_class_provider
julia osgi_provider tinfi_oo
component_factory
generation
tinfi_oo_1 osgi
compiler_provider
jdk6_compiler jdt_compiler
delegate_membrane_generation
fmArch
fractal_boostrap_class_provider
julia osgi_provider tinfi_oo
component_factory
osgi ⬄ osgi_provider
Fig. 9 Variability mismatch between fmSA and fmArch (version 1.3)
go further, we use the diff operator. We enumerate and
count the unique configurations of fmArch and fmSA.
Nevertheless, the techniques appear to be though use-
ful not sufficient to really understand the differences be-
tween the two FMs.
Intuitively, we needed to identify more local differ-
ences. We used syntactic technique to compare the vari-
ability associated to features of fmArch and fmSA that
have the same name. We detected that:
– four features are optional in fmArch but defined as
mandatory in fmSA;
– two sets of features belong to Or-groups in fmArch
whereas in fmSA, the features are all optional (see
features tinfi oo 1, osgi and julia, tinfi oo, osgi provider).
We observed that the variability mismatch concerns
a subset of features being part of the same sub-FM of
fmArch and fmSA. Therefore we used the slice operator
to reason on this specific part. Fig. 9 depicts the two
resulting FMs.
Or-groups vs optionals. Three subtle situations of
variability mismatch have been encountered and are in-
teresting to explain:
– feature generators is optional and its children tinfi oo 1,
osgi are forming an Or-group in fmArch whereas fea-
ture generators is mandatory and its children tinfi oo 1,
osgi are all optional in fmSA. At first glance, the
difference seems important but the intention of the
SA is actually similar to the variability expressed in
fmArch. In terms of sets of configurations, fmSA
authorizes four combination of features {generators,
tinfi oo 1, osgi}, {generators, osgi}, {generators, tinfi oo 1},
and {generators}. fmArch authorizes exactly the same
set, except {generators}. It means that in both cases
a configuration of a FraSCAti architecture may have
zero or some concrete generators (i.e., {tinfi oo 1, osgi}).
The feature {generators} can be seen as an abstract9
feature.
9 In [71], Thu¨m et al. define a feature as abstract, “if and
only if it is not mapped to any implementation artifacts”.
They “call all other features non-abstract or concrete, i.e., a
concrete feature is mapped to at least one implementation
artifact”. It corresponds to our case.
As a result, the two FMs, though modeling differ-
ently the variability, have the same intention. It has
been decided by the SA to keep the solution of the
extraction procedure.
– feature fractal bootstrap class provider is mandatory in
fmSA and one of its child feature tinfi oo is manda-
tory. On the contrary, fractal bootstrap class provider is
optional in fmArch, and its children form an Or-
group. The discussions with the SA reveal that, in-
deed, the architecture of FraSCAti authorizes a con-
figuration without fractal bootstrap class provider. The
initial intent of the SCA was to state, that this fea-
ture is often10 necessary. He explained the manda-
tory status of the feature tinfi oo as a default imple-
mentation.
Nevertheless, the SA recognized that fmArch accu-
rately restitutes the flexibility of the architecture.
– the feature compiler provider is optional in fmArch but
mandatory in fmSA. The SA confirms that a FraS-
CAti architecture has not necessarily to embed a
complete Java compiler – minimal (≤ 4Mo) FraS-
CAti architecture for embedded systems can thus be
derived and deployed. Therefore fmArch accurately
models the variability of the feature compiler provider.
Implications. We then used semantic techniques to
compare the two FMs. We observed that the FMs in-
volved have a large number of cross-tree constraints (i.e.,
binary implications between features). The so-called im-
plies constraints are very important in the FraSCAti case
study. First, the software architect specified many bi-
nary implications when elaborating the FM. Second, the
extraction procedure combines different sources of in-
formation, including plugin dependencies. These depen-
dencies are essentially expressed through implies con-
straints. Therefore we made an extensive use of the diff
between binary implication graphs.
The diff between binary implication graphs has the
merit of reifying the differences of the two FMs in terms
of implies constraints. It is then easier for a software
10 Many constraints of fmArch involve features tinfi oo,
osgi provider, julia, thus confirming that their parent feature
fractal bootstrap class provider is needed in many configura-
tions.
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architect to understand the impact of the difference: it
is either an implication unintentionally not specified or
an implication not documented by plugin dependencies.
The major advantage of the structure of binary implica-
tion graph is the ability to derive transitive implications.
We identified 9 implies constraints expressed in fm
Arch but not in fmSA. All constraints were validated
by the SA, recognizing that the constraints have been
forgotten. Furthermore, we observed that the 7 implies
constraints originally expressed in fmSA are already in-
duced by fmArch. To avoid redundancy, we did not add
them.
Step-wise Refinement. Based on the comparison re-
sults, the SA had several attitudes:
– firstly, he used fmArch to verify the coherence of his
original variability specification fmSA;
– secondly, he considered that some variability deci-
sions in fmSA (resp. fmArch) are correct despite
their differences with fmArch (resp. fmSA);
– thirdly, he edits the two FMs by adding some con-
straints only present in fmArch or by setting the vari-
ability.
Edits have been applied on both FMs. The compar-
ison and editing techniques have been reiterated until
obtaining a refactoring (see Definition 8), i.e., where no
differences occur between fmSA and fmArch.
7.2.3 Evolutions (versions 1.4 and 1.5) We applied the
extraction procedure as well as the comparison tech-
niques for other versions (1.4 and 1.5) of FraSCAti ar-
chitecture.
Properties of FMs.
Table 1 summarizes the properties of the input FMs
(fmArch150 and fmPlug), of the mapping between the
two FMs and the qualitative deduction made by the slic-
ing (i.e., number of configurations of fmArch, deduction
of core features, implies and bi-implies constraints).
New features in the architectural and in the plugin
parts have been added between version 1.3 (resp. 1.4)
and version 1.4 (resp. 1.5) as well as constraints. We can
notice that the number of plugins increased much more
than the number of features in fmArch150 .
We observed similar benefits than with version 1.3
of FraSCAti. The slice architectural FM significantly re-
inforces the set of configurations over-approximated by
the 150% FM.
Reuse of reconciliation and SA knowledge.
The FM fmArch2 of the version 1.4 of FraSCAti has
been compared with the FM obtained at the end of
the refinement process fmArch′1 , corresponding to ver-
sion 1.3 of FraSCAti (see Fig. 6). A typical problem oc-
curring in such situation is that fmArch′1 and fmArch2
are not correctly reconciled. Instead of performing a new
reconciliation process or modifying the extraction algo-
rithm, we simply reused FAMILIAR directives (i.e., edits)
used for the version 1.3 of FraSCAti. Another benefit is
that the SA knowledge can be reused (e.g., for retaining
mandatory features in the model or removing obsolete
features11).
Understanding the evolutions. The evolutions of FraS-
CAti architecture consist in the introduction of new fea-
tures (no features have been removed) while the same
naming convention and structure of the architecture have
been kept.
The three new features of version 1.4 include two core
features (child features of the root) jmx, fscript and the
feature frascati implementation resource, providing an al-
ternative implementation for the FraSCAti architecture.
We computed the kind of relationship between fmArch2
with fmArch′1 , leading to an arbitrary edit (see Defini-
tion 8). It is not surprising since new core features jmx,
fscript preclude all previous configurations of fmArch2 .
We used the slice to safely remove those features (we
kept frascati implementation resource) and we obtained that
fmArch2 is a specialization of fmArch′1 . The SA validates
the kind of relationship because it exactly corresponds
to what he had in mind: all previous valid configurations
of fmArch2 have an equivalence in fmArch′1 (i.e., all con-
figurations of fmArch′1 augmented with the core features
jmx, fscript).
The SA validated the new set of configurations in-
duced by the architectural evolution and corresponding
to configurations expressed in fmArch2 but not originally
valid in fmArch′1 . The diff operator (see Definition M1,
page 14) indeed revealed that all new configurations in-
clude the new feature frascati implementation resource.
For the version 1.5 of FraSCAti, 7 new features have
been added (compared to version 1.4) and some new
constraints. Features provide new functionalities such as
new metamodels, implementations and bindings. All of
them are optional in the architectural FM. We computed
the kind of relationship between the version 1.4 and 1.5,
and obtained an arbitrary edit.
As previously, the kind of relationship is counter-
intuitive since the new features of version 1.5 disturb
the comparison operator. To overcome this problem, we
sliced the two FMs – using as slicing criteria all features
not included in both FMs – and re-computed the kind
of relationship. This time, we obtained a generalization,
meaning that the FM of version 1.4 supports more con-
figurations than the FM of version 1.5.
11 The information gained during the reverse engineering
process for the version 1.3 of FraSCAti could have been used
by the SA to modify the FraSCAti artefacts or refactor the
architecture. Nevertheless, such changes have not been made
in the project. Therefore versions 1.4 and 1.5 share a lot of
properties of version 1.3, including mandatory or obsolete
features.
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Version fmArch150 fmPlug mapping fmArch core implies bi-implies
features constraints constraints
(deduced) (deduced) (deduced)
1.3 50 features 41 features 12
81 constraints 78 constraints 9 5
≈ 1011 config. ≈ 106 config.
1.4 53 features 56 features 12
87 constraints 80 constraints 10 5
≈ 1011 config. ≈ 107 config.
1.5 60 features 63 features 12
96 constraints 92 constraints 13 7
≈ 1014 config. ≈ 108 config.
Table 1 Experimental results: properties of the FMs
To better understand why and validate this evolu-
tion, we computed the diff of binary implication graph
and we identified two implies constraints, expressed in
the version 1.5 but not in the version 1.4: frascati implemen-
tation script ⇒ fractal bootstrap class providers and frascati -
implementation script ⇒ julia. The constraints explained
why the FM of version 1.4 is less restrictive than the FM
of version 1.5. The SA validated the evolution of version
1.5. He indeed considered that the two constraints have
been improperly missed in version 1.4.
Refactoring opportunities. By analyzing the evolu-
tion of FraSCAti for the versions 1.4 and 1.5, we observed
that much more features have been added in fmPlug
than in fmArch150 . It means that the architecture have
not yet integrated the new functionalities or that the ar-
chitecture should be modified to explicitly support them.
Such differences will be considered and exploited in the
future of the FraSCAti project in order to further en-
hance the flexibility of the architecture.
7.2.4 Assessment Based on our experiments with dif-
ferent versions of the FraSCAti project, we can draw
some conclusions w.r.t (RQ1) and (RQ2):
– Extraction of variability The extraction proce-
dure deduces many constraints and drastically re-
stricts the configuration set of fmArch150 . The SA
validates the variability recovered by the procedure.
It even encourages him to correct his initial model.
We gain better confidence in the accuracy of the ex-
traction procedure by reiterating the process on dif-
ferent versions of FraSCAti. In some specific cases
though the extracted FM contains faulty variabil-
ity information. In this case, we have to rely on the
knowledge of the SA.
– Evolution of variability The differencing techniqu-
es appear to be meaningful for the SA. It allows the
SA to control the properties of extracted FMs and in
turn integrate his knowledge. It also allows the SA to
understand and validate the evolutions of the FraS-
CAti architecture, for example, by controlling what
implies constraints have been added and removed be-
tween two versions.
7.3 Threats to Validity
Internal Validity. A first threat to internal validity is
the reliability of the proposed techniques. For exam-
ple, a faulty FM management support might bias the
validation of the extraction procedure by the SA. Our
implementation of FAMILIAR is currently checked by a
comprehensive set of tests. We also manually verified
a large number of examples. Another internal threat is
that our approach is semi-automated. The manual part
of the study was conducted by the SA. His choices, in-
terpretation and possible errors might have influenced
the results. To mitigate this threat, the authors of the
article interacted to assist the SA in using the tools and
explaining the differences.
External Validity There are threats to external valid-
ity that limit our ability to generalize the results and
their application in other contexts. We only consider one
plugin-based system. We may not find in other plugin-
based systems the same characteristics of the FraSCAti
project. In particular, the SA has a strong experience
and an in-depth understanding of the implemented ar-
chitecture, which finally eases the alignment process.
This may not be the case in other architecture-based
software. The automatically extracted FM could then
be more difficult to align with the SA view, the latter
possibly belonging to different levels of abstraction, com-
pleteness and precision, or relying on a different vocabu-
lary. Nevertheless, the automatically extracted FM will
always constitute an accurate variability model of the
system architecture, as it is (currently) implemented.
Another concern is whether FraSCAti is representa-
tive of plugin-based systems used in industry. Its repre-
sentativity can be studied from two points of views: Are
the used software architecture technologies representa-
tive? and is the size of the FraSCAti system representa-
tive? On the one hand, the FraSCAti architecture relies
on two standards (i.e., SCA and Maven) strongly used in
industry. SCA is standardized by the world-wide indus-
trial OASIS consortium and is more and more adopted
by software projects in industry like IBM WebSphere
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Application Server, Eclipse SCA Tools, Apache Tuscany,
etc. Apache Maven is the pillar build system used by
many industrial software systems. On the other hand,
FraSCAti is a system composed of more than 60 plug-
ins and 100 components. To our knowledge, few plugin-
based systems (e.g., Eclipse, Nuxeo) contain more plu-
gins/components than FraSCAti, but FraSCAti is the
bigger SCA-based application, i.e., with the higher num-
ber of plugins/components. Then, we consider that FraS-
CAti is representative of industrial plugin-based systems.
But these systems require to expose an explicit de-
scription of these plugins, their dependencies, and the
components they contain, in order to extract their ar-
chitectural FM automatically. If the explicit description
is not expressed with SCA and Maven, then the extrac-
tion process (both Section 4.1 and 4.2) requires to be
slightly adapted to parse these descriptors. Then most
of the algorithms detailed in this article can be reused as
it for this kind of plugin-based systems. However more
research effort is needed to obtain evidence that our pro-
posals could be applied on non SCA/Maven plugin-based
systems, e.g., Eclipse or OSGi ones.
Other kinds of systems (i.e., not necessarily based on
plugins) might benefit from our proposals. For example,
the Linux kernel faces similar evolution problems (see
next section). Yet more research effort is needed to ob-
tain evidence.
8 Related Work
As part of our approach, many operations are needed for
extracting and managing the evolution of architectural
variability (see Section 4 and Section 5). In the first part
of this section, we specifically compare the proposed FM
management support with state-of-the-art techniques. In
the second part of this section, we review other related
works.
8.1 FM Management Support
8.1.1 Extraction: Combining FMs. The extraction pro-
cess consists in synthesizing a new FM based on two
variability sources. There are many attempts to compose
and decompose FMs (also called FM views).
The original contribution of our work is that we com-
bine the two mechanisms. The composition mechanism
(aggregation) is first used to obtain an integrated FM of
the two variability sources – it can be seen as a tem-
porary FM. The decomposition mechanism is applied
afterwards to synthesize the result, projecting the con-
straints of one FM to the other FM. We now review
existing works in the area of FM composition and de-
composition.
Composition. A few works consider some forms of com-
position for FMs [69,9,63,61,28,35,48,28,72,56,58]. Th-
ey can be used to inter-relate several FMs (like fmArch150
and fmPlug) through constraints. None of them though
propose to perform over this composed FM and, in par-
ticular, do not propose any projection mechanism. We
go further and propose to combine the aggregate opera-
tor with the slicing operator for synthesizing fmArch for
each version of FraSCAti.
Decomposition. In the context of feature-based config-
uration, techniques have been proposed to separate the
configuration process in different steps or stages [19].
Hubaux et al. provide view mechanisms to decompose
a large FM [32]. However they do not propose a com-
prehensive solution when dealing with cross-tree con-
straints. This is particularly important in the FraSCAti
case study.
Schroeter et al. [62] propose mechanisms to support
multi-perspectives on FMs. Their main interest is on
guaranteeing consistency of perspectives w.r.t. configu-
ration semantics. In the FraSCAti case study, we are in-
terested in synthesizing a new perspective (i.e., fmArch)
based on two perspectives (fmArch150 and fmPlug).
8.1.2 Evolution: FM Differences. We now review two
techniques that are part of the toolbox for FM differ-
ences (see Section 5.2).
Kinds of edit between two FMs. Thu¨m et al. [70] pre-
sented an automated and scalable algorithm to charac-
terize the kinds of edit between two FMs (see Defini-
tion 8, page 13). In case the relationship is not a refac-
toring, they propose a technique to generate an example
of configuration authorized in one but not in another.
The techniques can be used in the context of FM differ-
ences and are part of our tooling support but have some
limitations.
First, the kind of relationship between two FMs does
not help to precisely understand the impact of a change,
for example, what implies or excludes constraints have
been removed and added.
The technique does not compute all added and re-
moved configurations. We can compute a diff FM that
compactly represents all added and removed configura-
tions. This model can be analyzed (e.g., enumeration of
all configurations), visualized or serialized.
Moreover, reasoning about the relationship of two
FMs is inappropriate until FMs are not reconciled: our
experience shows that pre-directives have to be applied
before. In particular, we rely on the slicing operator for
removing unnecessary details since basic manual edits of
FMs are not appropriate.
Quotient. In [26], Fahrenberg et al. propose an algo-
rithm to compute the quotient (see page 14). As rec-
ognized, the quotient is an approximation of the differ-
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ences between two FMs whereas the diff FM is not. An-
other limitation is that the quotient is a set of disjunctive
clauses that are difficult to understand for a practitioner.
In practice, an additional step is necessary to transform
these clauses into a more readable and manageable in-
formation, closer to FM constructs. From our experi-
ence, the method of quotient produces some disjunctive
clauses that can be transformed into implications. Never-
theless, we observed many times that the method suffers
from a lack of completeness regarding the diff of implies
constraints. The diff of binary implication graphs reports
more meaningul differences to the SA in the FraSCAti
case study.
Divide and Conquer. Understanding FM differences can
quickly become difficult for a SA when a large number
of features and constraints are involved. Therefore we
intensively used the slicing operator to decompose a typ-
ically large FM into sub-FMs. Differencing techniques,
including the two previously described, are then applied
afterwards. This divide-and-conquer strategy was cru-
cial to understand local and fine-grained differences of
FraSCAti architectural FMs.
8.2 Other Related Work
Despite the importance of variability in software sys-
tems in general, and in software architectures in par-
ticular [13], the problem of managing the architectural
variability of existing systems has definitely not received
sufficient attention from the research community. The
variability management exposes two important activi-
ties: the extraction (also called recovery or reverse en-
gineering) of variability as well as its evolution. In this
section, we review existing works related to architectural
variability, to its extraction and its evolution as well as
its realization.
8.2.1 Extraction of Architectural Variability
Extraction of variability in general. While our work
takes an architectural perspective, the other existing ap-
proaches in the field consider different input artifacts.
Some approaches deal directly with source code, han-
dling it with clone detection [74] or intermediate models
built with construction primitives [77]. Some others are
based on legacy system documentation [34], textual re-
quirements [10], or identification of similar elements in
specific models [76,59]. General similarity detection is
also explored with syntactic techniques on source code
[24], which only provide similarity information with no
feature extraction, or with semantic techniques based on
Formal Concept Analysis [38,75,59]. All these approa-
ches share the usage of a single form of input to ex-
tract variability information. In their recent work, She
et al. [66] propose a reverse engineering approach com-
bining two distinct sources of information: textual fea-
ture descriptions and feature dependencies. They devel-
oped an efficient synthesis procedure to compute vari-
ability information (e.g., feature groups) and proposed
heuristics for identifying the most likely parent feature
candidates of each feature. Our approach also benefits
from the combination of two (other) sources of infor-
mation, namely plugin dependencies and architecture
fragments. We also support the identification of feature
groups (based on architectural extension points), of the
right parent feature of each feature (based on architec-
tural hierarchy) and of inter-feature dependencies (through
projection of plugin dependencies).
The FM analysis and reasoning techniques used in
this article reuse and extend previous work in SPL en-
gineering [14]. Metzger et al. [48] propose an approach
to cross-checking product-line variability and software
variability models, thus assuming that such models (or
views) are available. Janota et al. propose a theoret-
ical foundation for checking that an FM does not al-
low feature configurations not realizable by the architec-
ture [33]. Lopez and Eyged [39] address a related prob-
lem in the context of safe composition by checking the
consistency of multi-view variability models. In particu-
lar, they check whether an FM developed by a domain
expert is a specialization or a refactoring of an FM repre-
senting the variability of multiple models. Our approach
is complementary since it allows the recovering of the
actually supported variability of a software system, and
since combines architectural and plugin FMs. One of the
key component and original contribution of our work is
the slicing operator we have defined and realized (see
Section 4). It allows one to project software variability
and constraints onto an architectural model.
Architecture and design recovery. This work can
also be seen as a contribution to the broader theme
of software architecture recovery (or reconstruction), a
recent process-oriented survey is presented in [23]. Al-
though our approach takes as input an explicit descrip-
tion of an extensible architecture, it also allows the re-
covery of implicit architectural knowledge, among which
undocumented dependencies between components that
are identified through the projection of inter-plugin de-
pendencies towards the architectural feature model. The
main difference of our work with respect to the archi-
tecture recovery literature resides in our original focus
on architectural variability. Our goal is not to recover
the complete architecture of the system, but rather to
extract an accurate variability model expressing the ex-
act set of valid architectural configurations that can be
obtained, in the context of this article, from the compo-
sition of several system plugins. As a positive side-effect,
the variability model obtained aims to enable easier con-
figuration and safer composition from the end-user per-
spective. Easier configuration, because system configu-
rations may now be expressed in terms of fine-grained
system features (services), rather than as a set of possi-
bly obscure plugins to be composed. Safer composition,
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since only valid combinations of features can now been
selected, therefore preventing unsafe system variants to
be composed.
8.2.2 Evolution of Architectural Variability
Evolution of SPLs in general. In [22,53], Dhungana
et al. report that evolution support becomes particularly
important for engineering SPLs and other variability-
intensive systems. They propose model-driven support
at the feature level, using FM concepts [53]. They de-
veloped a set of operators to make evolve FMs but no
reasoning and differencing techniques are proposed to
control the evolution of the FMs. This is particularly im-
portant in our context to understand the impact of the
evolution of an FM. Lotufo et al. study the evolution
of the Linux kernel variability model [41]. They identify
edit operations applied in practice and new automation
challenges, including the detection of edits that break
existing configurations. FM management support is also
needed (e.g., to identify what are the added and removed
configurations). In particular the differencing techniques
exposed in this article can be reused in such context. We
leave it as future work.
Reasoning about evolution. Model differencing
is an important technique to manage (e.g., understand-
ing, maintenance) evolutions of models. It has attracted
research efforts in recent years, including the develop-
ment of tools (e.g., see [51,37,44,44,42,43]). The bib-
liography [51] compiles about 300 publications in this
field. Existing approaches mainly focus on syntactical
differences. As argued in [44,26], models (e.g., FMs) that
are syntactically very similar may induce very different
semantics and a list of differences should be best ad-
dressed semantically. Recently, Maoz et al. tackled the
problem of semantic model differencing, specifically for
class and activity diagrams [42,43]. They defined and
implemented two versions of semantic diff operator, cd-
diff and addiff. These two contributions are specific to
the semantics of class and activity diagrams. Therefore
they cannot be applied in our context where we need to
reason about differences of FMs.
In the field of feature modeling, Benavides et al. [14]
survey a set of operations and techniques proposed for
automated analysis of FMs. In this survey, no automated
techniques are reported to reason about or compute dif-
ferences. Two notable exceptions are the algorithms de-
scribed in [70,26]. We compared and discussed these al-
gorithms in Section 8.1, showing that they are not suffi-
cient in the FraSCAti case study. Segura et al. propose
a catalog of rules for merging FMs (union and intersec-
tion) [63]. They present syntactic mechanisms that have
limitations (see a comparison in [4]) and no diff operator
is considered.
9 Conclusion
Variability modeling and management is of crucial im-
portance in the management of software systems. It is
particular the case for extensible software systems, typi-
cally built on top of plugin-based architectures that offer
a large number of configuration options through plugins.
While feature models have long been recognized as ex-
pressive means to compactly represent software variabil-
ity from different perspectives, building one of them for
a large system is a complex, time-consuming and error-
prone activity. Furthermore, as variability intensive sys-
tems and their variability evolve over time, there is an
increasing need of more automated, accurate and repro-
ducible procedures to derive feature models.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
In this article, we presented a tool-supported approach
to extract and manage the evolution of software variabil-
ity from an architectural perspective:
– extraction: the process involves the automatically
supported extraction, aggregation, alignment and slic-
ing of architectural feature models. It has the merit
of combining several sources of information, namely
software architecture, plugin dependencies and soft-
ware architect knowledge. As a result, we contribute
to projecting the implementation constraints (expres-
sed by plugin dependencies) onto an architectural
model.
– evolution: the process enables the software architect
to validate the extracted feature models and incorpo-
rate if needs be his/her knowledge through step-wise
refinement. We contributed to an advanced support
for aligning concepts, computing differences between
two versions of the architectural feature model, and
editing feature models.
We evaluated the proposed approach when applied to
FraSCAti, a large and highly configurable plugin-based
system. We showed that our automated procedures allow
for producing both correct and useful results, thereby
significantly reducing manual effort, especially in the
case of several successive versions of an evolving soft-
ware architecture. We also showed that without the fea-
ture model management support exposed in this article,
some analysis and reasoning operations (e.g., differenc-
ing techniques, slicing) would not be made possible.
9.2 Key Insights
The FraSCAti case study provides us with interesting
insights into the reverse engineering of architectural fea-
ture models.
Firstly, although the gap between the intentional vari-
ability representations of the software architect and the
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extracted feature models appears to be manageable (due
to a rather important similarity between the feature mod-
els), it remains necessary to assist the software architect
with automated support:
– the use of Levenshtein distance was sufficient to es-
tablish correspondences between features’ names of
the two feature models. We did not need an advanced
matching support already integrated in model-based
tools;
– the most time-consuming task was to deal with the
level of details in both feature models. For this spe-
cific activity, tool supported, advanced techniques,
such as the safe removal of a feature by slicing, are
not desirable but mandatory (i.e., basic manual edits
of FMs are not sufficient);
– automated differencing techniques are crucial to inte-
grate the software architect knowledge and validate
an evolution. A manual inspection is not feasible and
the techniques proposed in the literature are useful
but not sufficient.
Secondly, our extraction procedure yields very promis-
ing results. It recovers most of the variability originally
specified by the software architect and encourages him
to correct his initial model. A manual checking of nu-
merous variability decisions imposed by the software ar-
chitect shows that the extraction is not faulty and in
line with the intention of the software architect. We re-
iterated the extraction procedure on different versions
of FraSCAti and performed similar observations, thus
gaining better confidence.
Thirdly, the software architect knowledge is required
i) to scope the architecture (e.g., by restricting the set of
configurations of the extracted feature model), especially
when software artefacts do not correctly document the
variability of the system and ii) to control and validate
the automated procedure. As a result, we consider that
fully automating the extraction process is neither realis-
tic nor desirable for the next versions of FraSCAti. The
integration of the software architect knowledge, along
different evolutions of architectural feature models of
FraSCAti, can be time-consuming and error-prone. It
encourages us to develop support for assisting the soft-
ware architect in reusing his previous engineering effort
for older versions of FraSCAti.
9.3 Future Work
As future work, we plan to couple the presented reverse
engineering process to more common forward engineer-
ing procedures. For example, the improvements made
on the architectural feature model should allow the soft-
ware architect to derive safer architecture variants and
configurators for users.
Moreover the integration of our extraction and rea-
soning procedures with existing model-driven approaches
to SPL engineering and evolution [54] should be further
investigated, with the ultimate goal to ease the evolution
of large families of software systems. In this context, we
intend to couple the evolution of the architectural fea-
ture models to software development tracking informa-
tion, such as commits in version control systems. An-
other interesting direction is to apply testing techniques
to control that the variants allowed by the feature model
are really safe at compile or at runtime. It could be an
alternative and complementary way to validate the fea-
ture models we have reverse engineered [31].
In the long term, we plan to apply our techniques
to other (kinds of) architectures and software projects
(e.g., Linux). We hope the principles and the feature
model management support we present in this article
can be successfully applied for managing the evolution
of variability-rich architectures.
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